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"A painter of lyric and melody with intelligent multi-faceted thought-provoking songs" 12 MP3 Songs

FOLK: Folk Pop, COUNTRY: Country Pop Details: Dave Hahn, Singer/Songwriter/Guitarist of the

Americana, Acoustic, Folk/Rock, Retro, Alternative Country, Kitchen-Sink Genre. "Folk/Americana

Guitarist known throughout the ski resort towns of the intermountain western US. His sound is steeped in

the Folk/Rock tradition of the Late 60's and early 70's with a bit of the modern Country production. Hahn

is known as a very versatile vocalist and a master acoustic guitarist. A painter of lyric and melody with

intelligent multi-faceted thought-provoking songs". Dave was born in Chicago in '59, raised in Phoenix,

but now lives in Utah. Self taught to play guitar starting about 1968, drawing from the playing styles of

artists such as; James Taylor, Cat Stevens, Paul Simon and Gordon Lightfoot etc. "He is a unique

combination of songcrafter and chameleon. His original music is strong and inviting, but his ability to

emulate other artists when covering popular songs is amazing." Some newspaper reviewers have a

tendency to classify Dave as "Country/Western" (that is usually the ones who don't listen to Country)

Although Dave covers a large repertoir of country songs, his CD's of original songs really fit more in the

Americana, Easy Listening, Folk  Pop genres. "If you admire an artist who has the power to intertwine

words and music well enough that it inspires you into stopping and contemplating hidden emotions no

matter how big, small or insignificant you may have thought them to be, let Dave Hahn take your hand.

Together you can journey through the spectrums of the human mind, heart and soul." "He sings his

original compositions with raw emotion and a strong well tuned voice. His acoustic guitar picking is rock

solid whether doing raucous rock tunes or soft love songs. All of his songs are reflections of personal

experiences, and his rugged country voice clearly tells his story." "Smooth, mellow, yet raucous in all the

right places, you can't grow tired of Dave's music as his rich voice flows with it.There's nothing forced, just
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a stream in which you drift along with each selection." "He is a master on the Acoustic guitar! His unique

talent allows him to sound like the original artist.With his own songs he sings you will hear a special

quality, insight and talent he has been blessed with." "The album is an eclectic mix of music.I don't think

you could label it "country", but it is clearly evident that the songs and the singer have country in their

souls...and you can, justifiably, label it 'great music'". "To me, all of Dave's songs are really conversations,

not preachy monologues, self-indulgent soliloquies, or pretentious sonnets. His songs beckon you to

listen to them, to relate to them, and ultimately, to respond to the deep stirrings of your own heart."
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